HOW TO USE PYREX WARE

Handle a hot PYREX dish with a dry cloth and never set hot PYREX dishes on wet surfaces. Allow hot dishes to cool before adding liquids.

special care for range-top ware

Use low to moderate direct heat. Foods cook quickly in PYREX Ware. High gas flame or electric heat is unnecessary. If food ever sticks, reduce heat. Always put liquid, fat or food in a PYREX range-top dish before placing over direct heat. Use Heat Spreader Grid, supplied with PYREX Range-top Ware, when cooking on electric ranges. Do not use for deep fat frying. Do not use harsh abrasives or scouring powder on PYREX Range-top Ware.

DO NOT USE OVENWARE ON TOP OF RANGE OR IN BROILER.

special care for candle warmers

Do not drop matches or other foreign material in the candle warmer. Table covering should be kept smooth in the area under the candle warmer.

replacement offer

Any dish or part of PYREX Brand Ovenware which breaks from oven heat, or any glass part of PYREX Brand Range-top Ware which breaks from heat within two years from date of purchase, when used according to instructions, will be replaced by any dealer in PYREX Brand Ware in exchange for the broken pieces.
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FOR RANGE-TOP COOKING

- **TEAPOT**
  - Size: 6 Cup

- **SAUCEPANS**
  - Size: 1 Qt., 1 1/2 Qt., 2 Qt.

- **PERCOLATORS**
  - Size: 4 Cup, 6 Cup, 9 Cup

- **DOUBLE BOILER**
  - Size: 1 1/2 Qt.

COLOR BAKE-SERVE-STORE WARE

- **ROUND CASSEROLES**
  - Capacity: 2 Qt.
  - Available in Yellow, Pink, Turquoise

- **OVAL DECORATOR CASSEROLES**
  - Capacity: 1 1/2 Qt., 2 1/2 Qt.
  - Available in Pink, Turquoise, Gold, and Turquoise on White

- **OVAL DIVIDED SERVING DISH**
  - Capacity: 1 1/2 Qt.

- **CINDERELLA BUTTER DISH**
  - Size: 1/4 pound
  - Serve 'N' Store design. Modern styling harmonizes with any table setting

- **SPACE SAVER CASSEROLES**
  - Capacity: 1 1/4 Qt., 2 Qt.
  - Available in Pink, Turquoise, Gold and Turquoise on White

- **CINDERELLA OVAL OPEN BAKERS**
  - Capacity: 1 1/2 Qt.
  - Available in Pink, Turquoise, Gold and Turquoise on White

- **CINDERELLA OVAL DIVIDED SERVING DISH WITH COVER**
  - Capacity: 1 1/2 Qt.
  - Available in Pink, Turquoise, Gold and Turquoise on White
COLOR BOWL SET
Bows in set 3
Available in Turquoise on White,
Yellow, Pink, Turquoise

MULTI COLOR BOWL SET
Bows in set 4

CINDERELLA BOWL SETS
Bows in set 4
Available in Sandalwood,
Yellow, Pink, Turquoise

CINDERELLA CASEROLES SETS
Pieces in set 3
Capacity 1 pint, 1½ pint, 1 quart
Available in Turquoise, Pink

CINDERELLA BAKE, SERVE
AND STORE SET
Pieces in set 3
Capacity 1 quart, 1½ quart, 2½ quart
Available in Sandalwood, Pink, Turquoise

OVEN REFRIGERATOR AND
FREEZER SETS
Pieces in set 4
Available in Pink, Turquoise,
Multicolor

Now make your set complete with matching colors.
Most pieces are also available in Pink and Gold on
Ivory.
FOR COFFEE AND BEVERAGE SERVING

PYREX JUICE SERVER BOTTLE
Size 1 Qt. 1 1/2 Qt.

PYREX LITTLE GOLD JUG
Size 2 Cup

PYREX MAGIC CRADLE
Adjusts itself to fit most Pyrex Casseroles
Perfect for table serving

PYREX CARAFES
with or without Candle Warmer
Size 8 cup and 12 cup

CINDERELLA CARAFE
with Candle Warmer
Size 8 cup and 12 cup

DELUXE CARAFE with
Electric Warming Tray and Cord
Size 12 Cup

PYREX VACUUM COFFEE MAKER—REGENT
Size 8 Cup

PYREX VACUUM COFFEE MAKER—AIKEN
Size 8 Cup

PYREX VACUUM COFFEE MAKER—MANHATTAN
Size 8 Cup

PYREX VACUUM COFFEE MAKER—COFFEE MISER
Size 4 Cup